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Has this poem touched you? I know people are thinking well maybe I should have educated him more about
safe sex, but in his defense, he was lied to by the young lady in reference to her use of birth control. Wrong to
opt out of his own protection, but I had to remember the mistakes I made as a carefree girl I always tell him
about how I never knew what love was until the day he was born, but does he understand that it is not just
story but the TRUTH? He was my first born, my first love. It was such a violent crime that I question God.
My son was such a great young man He was raised to respect his elders and to love hard. If he was guilty of
anything, it was that. His killer s are still at large without additional leads. This evil individual s came into his
house with his grandmother just upstairs and shot him fourteen 14 times. I am at a loss for words I hurt so
much. I buried my step-father shortly over a week ago, only to return a week later to plan to bury my first
born. I say all this as I take comfort in knowing there are others who have learned to work through this
horrible pain and dealing with such tragedies while keeping their faith. Nevertheless, having a support group
along with my faith will perhaps help me through. The strength and courage you have is a true inspiration to
others who have suffered the worst possible tragedy, losing your beloved child. No words from us humans
will suffice. Only GOD can ease your pain through time. Still, my heart and prayers go out to you. I pray that
you watch for your son. You will always be connected to your child. No matter how far apart we may feel, we
are always connected by an invisible umbilical cord with our children, which never severs. How he died was
from liver failure due to alcoholism. He only told us the good things, never the bad. I miss him so much. Does
this pain ever get easier to deal with? We lost our son, he was 26 years old and had 3 children. He was shot 12
times just a few miles from were we live. He was a twin and we see him all the time in his brother, they were
like one person so the surviving twin went down the wrong road after that and ended up in prison. So basically
we lost both for a time. Ya, they say a parent should never have to bury their child. This is so true, you never
get over it, it only dulls a little with time. Unless you have gone through the same pain there is nothing that
compares. My heart goes out to all of you who have felt the same. I too turned to poetry to ease the pain and
be my voice. I have 3 children. God bless us all and keep them and God in our hearts. The hard loving struggle
to make sure the child was raised right. You put everything you had into it. The laughter the joy the tears no
one could ever take away that heartfelt feeling mom created out of love. Mom created more then a child she
created an entire lifetime. Every word every moment every lesson taught. A lifetime of family values. When
your children always came first no exception. A mom is love compassion,a very rare heartfelt feeling.
Something happens to a mom when they realize they are going to be a mom. Their selfish world now becomes
selfless. The child is first. Their happiness their life their world is entirely in mom hands. Mom does all or
most the loving the care the teaching the compassion. She is needed desperately in the family. Mom makes a
house feel like love. I have 4 sons and all are living and healthy. I just love them all sooooo much and just
wanted them to have something to remember me by always. God Bless you all and your families. I had him at
the age of 16, and he is about to be nine. Having a child at 16 was scary at first, but I would not change it for
the world. Thank you so much again. I like this poem a lot. God bless you and your family. No one knows
nothing and his killer is still out there. The sad part of the whole thing he had a daughter that he never got to
meet. She is three years old and we just got to meet her and know her, she asked to talk to her dad every day. I
miss my son every minute of every day. My husband was murdered as well. I miss them everyday I had two
sons and they are the light of my life. My only son now has blessed me with twins two little boys and I love
them so much. I pray that his uncle and his grandpa can enjoy them from heaven. He was 24 yrs old. His only
child my grandson was seven months at the time. My grandson would say I want to see my dad. People would
say I understand because I lost my uncle or mom or sister. The pain I felt back then I can still feel it as if it was
yesterday. Please understand I am not trying to take away the important role that person had in your life. Even
though I can still feel that pain as if it was yesterday, I have to thank God for His love because He said I will
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never leave you nor forsake you. Please encourage everyone because He still sits on the throne. I Miss You
Son! He was jumping off cliffs into a lake, which people do daily. He jumped and never surfaced. He loved
the lake, the sun, the fun. This was almost two months ago. I have three younger kids. There are no words to
express my pain. The bond between us is something I miss. He was my first true love, my best friend, I just
seem lost without him. I can see my son doing the same thing since he has taken lots of risks many times. I
always pray I will get to see him live a long healthy life. It hurts to hear another mother in pain. Do you think
he would want you to feel as you do? Do You think if he was here he would want to see you like that? Focus
on the awesome times you had. No one can tell you how long it will take you to move on I know. But it gets
better, your other three kids need you. Maybe they are going through some pain. Turn that energy to them. I
have 4 sons and this poem is dedicated to all of them. I just needed them to know just how much I love them.
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We need sad songs for the comfort they can provide. Bernie Taupin captured this sentiment best and hid it in a
jaunty little pop song by Elton John: And these 50 songs helped the Paste staff to hurt so good. This list barely
scratches the surface of sad songsâ€”or even sad songs that got nominated by our writers. If your favorite is
missing, add it to the comments section below. Here are our 50 favorite of the saddest songs: Tammy Wynette
articulates the internal struggle of so many divorcees-to-be with children, the strain and ache in her warble
serving as a vehicle for her overwhelming remorse. With such a delicate experience on his hands, he admitted
that the choruses he came up with sounded too literal. This song hit me at the perfect time in life, and seemed
to capture a kind of ineffable melancholy that went beyond the girl I was pining over, and was instead an
essential part of the human experience. Here, Beam has accomplished nothing less than telling the story of our
sadness. The imagery alone is gripping, but the gentle harmonies from Krauss are what push this mournful
track into sob-worthy territory. The music, for the most part, hangs back from his resigned vocals, clicking
away like a bit of hospital machinery and only interrupted by a haunting piano roll and a fluttering bit of
melodica. She sums up those natural feelings of jealousy when an ex moves on to someone new sooner than
expected. But instead of writing a dreary ballad about it, Robyn flipped the script. From the time I arrived, I
could tell she was over our relationship. Over some sparse, rumbling guitar plucks, Mark Kozelek
memorializes Carissa, a mother who died in a fire at the age of He delivers with anxiety-driven urgency,
sounding like he could just break down into a blubbering frenzy at any moment. The horn section rides along
smoothly in comparison, cresting and dipping deftly as Waits sings vigorously, wounds exposed. Meanwhile,
the keyboard line bounces happily along. That the words are set to his impossibly lovely melodies just makes
it harder to hear. Father gambles, drinks, runs around. She begs him to repent. Mother gets sick, prays, dies.
Finally, father gets religion. With their Appalachian twin harmony, it is the sorrow of the mountains distilled.
Winner for most upsetting lyric is hands-down: Both the lyrics and the music are simple, but its repetitive
rhythm, steady beat and basic rhyme scheme just make it more relatable. Vedder sings the final chorus with
renewed agony and then hums a hymnal-like, wordless tune before the instruments and Vedder both fade into
silence. Over his claw-hammer finger picking, Earle lists a litany of afflictionsâ€”poverty, alcoholism,
loneliness, klutziness, and lost youth and loveâ€”throughout a third person narrative. But in the bridge, Earle
shifts the perspective to that of the omniscient narrator. Over a cartoon toy cowgirl getting left under a bed.
After a final tour the following year, the Grammy-winning country singer, TV host and actor recorded a
farewell song for a the documentary Glen Campbell: The father of eight children from four wives, Campbell
has been married to Kim Woolen for more than three decades. A brief summary of its events: All he can do is
ride the train to an unfulfilling job and dream of all the places he wants to take her. Beaten women, getting
hustled, crime gone bad, jail time, addiction. Two minutes, 23 seconds of harsh reality, stoic in its acceptance
of a fate worse than death. God is a place you will wait for the rest of your life. Nor can I think of anyone who
can somehow express this inexpressible concept with such power and emotional precision quite like Mangum.
Despite being literally blown through a window by the blast, Sadako appeared to be relatively unharmed and
lived a normal childhood until she developed leukemia at the age of 11 from the lingering radiation. In her
dying days, Sadako therefore worked on folding her own 1, cranes, but passed away having only completed
The remaining cranes were finished by friends and family, and the poor young victim of WWII was ultimately
buried with them. In its place was one of the most depressing-soundingâ€”and artistically brilliantâ€”albums
in recent memory. Jules and Andrews traded the original pulsating synths for a stark, arpeggiated piano line
and soft mellotron swells that arguable better emphasize the brooding lyrics of alienation. But in the chorus,
Jules manages to laugh in spite of his dreams of death. Written by Marijohn Wilkin and Danny Dill in , the
song tells the tale of a man wrongfully hanged for a murder because his alibi happens to be married to his best
friend. Rather than betray his love and ruin a marriage, he carries the secret to his grave, leaving his lover in a
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state of constant mourning. A relationship full of resentment, as the bedroom has turned cold and all his
failings have been exposed, is something to mourn, and everything about this song super-charges that mopey
feeling. Or the song from the perspective of a crooked cop trying to hide his kickback money from his young
son to not lose his respect. Or the song about the evil small-town mayor who tricks his illegitimate son into
hooking up with his half-sister. Harry Chapin is not kind to the characters in his songs. Its power resides in its
slowly stately build up with shuffling drums, a sly bit of marimba, and those weightless strings wafting
through it all. Stranded in the middle of this musical swirl stands Orbison, bleeding with emotion as he
recounts all the reasons that his shattered heart is never going to heal and his tear-stained cheeks will never
dry. This is a song that more people should know, but that no one else should ever attempt to cover. Cohen has
a way of invoking deep spiritual longing with Biblical references that turn extremely personal, and Buckley
had a way of drenching it all in tremulous emotion. The combination is transcendent. With his deep, hang-dog
voice, Stephen Merritt can no longer imagine that the sun would even bother to shine on a world where his
love is gone. The Man Comes Around, in November His wife, June Carter Cash , died six months
laterâ€”followed four months after by Cash himself. The robin, the whippoorwill, the midnight trainâ€”they
all mourn with him to meet his quavering drawl, the imagery paralleling the sonic atmosphere. When the
narrator looks at the body of the girl he loves after she finally succumbs to cancer, he thinks for a moment that
he sees her breathing. Then he sings about God: And the only conclusion is a chorus of angels whose weeping
turns into something like joy as a triumphant trumpet kicks in. There are so many details that lead to my
inevitable goosebumps: Because the characters seem so real, so does the sorrow.
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The Boston-based quintet found the middle ground between the menace of the Rolling Stones and the campy,
sleazy flamboyance of the New York Dolls, developing a lean, dirty riff-oriented boogie that was loose and
swinging and as hard as a diamond. In the meantime, they developed a prototype for power ballads with
"Dream On," a piano ballad that was orchestrated with strings and distorted guitars. In , the first incarnation of
Aerosmith formed when vocalist Steven Tyler met guitarist Joe Perry while working at a Sunapee, New
Hampshire, ice cream parlor. Tyler, who originally was a drummer, and Perry decided to form a power trio
with bassist Tom Hamilton. The group soon expanded to a quartet, adding a second guitarist called Ray
Tabano; he was quickly replaced by Brad Whitford, a former member of Earth Inc. With the addition of
drummer Joey Kramer, Tyler became the full-time lead singer by the end of year. Aerosmith relocated to
Boston at the end of After playing clubs in the Massachusetts and New York areas for two years, the group
landed a record contract with Columbia Records in Toys in the Attic captured the essence of the newly
invigorated Aerosmith. Its success prompted the re-release of the power ballad "Dream On," which shot into
the Top Ten in early In early , Aerosmith took a break and prepared material for their fifth album. Released
late in , Draw the Line was another hit, climbing to number 11 on the U. In addition to another tour in , the
band appeared in the movie Sgt. Bootleg appeared late in and became another success, reaching number
Aerosmith recorded Night in the Ruts in , releasing the record at the end of the year. Night in the Ruts
performed respectably, climbing to number 14 and going gold, yet it was the least successful Aerosmith record
to date. Brad Whitford left the group in early , forming the Whitsford-St. The new lineup of Aerosmith
released Rock in a Hard Place in Peaking at number 32, it failed to match the performance of Night in the
Ruts. Perry and Whitford returned to the band in and the group began a reunion tour dubbed Back in the
Saddle. After the release of Done with Mirrors, Tyler and Perry completed rehabilitation programs. In , the
pair appeared on Run-D. Like Permanent Vacation and Pump, Get a Grip was produced by Bruce Fairbairn
and featured significant contributions by professional songwriters. The making of Aerosmith albums usually
had been difficult affairs, but the recording of Nine Lives was plagued with bad luck. The band went through a
number of producers and songwriters before settling on Kevin Shirley in Upon his firing, Collins insinuated
that Steven Tyler was using hard drugs again, an allegation that Aerosmith adamantly denied. Under such
circumstances, recording became quite difficult, and when Nine Lives finally appeared in the spring of , it was
greeted with great anticipation, yet the initial reviews were mixed and even though album debuted at number
one, it quickly fell down the charts. The live A Little South of Sanity followed in The Very Best of Aerosmith
arrived in From there, Aerosmith entered a period of volatility. This tour proved to be ill-fated, with Steven
Tyler suffering a leg injury in June, then falling off the stage in August, leading to the cancellation of the
subsequent dates. As came to a close, Joe Perry released a solo album called Have Guitar, Will Travel as Tyler
announced that he was planning on "working on the brand of myself," which included working on an
autobiography and a solo album, along with a stint in rehab to wean himself off painkillers prescribed due to
his stage injuries. Before Tyler embarked on solo projects, he returned to the band for a series of concerts in ,
in the midst of which it was announced that the singer would be a new judge on the televised singing
competition American Idol. Originally scheduled for release in summer of , Music from Another Dimension!
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Reminding everyone why she is the best at what she does. The ending gives me chills when she belting her
loved one to say love. You gotta support the woman. She was fighting so hard. After a long fight JoJo is
finally back, with 3 amazing songs that will keep you coming back for more. Since its release i have not been
able to put it down. I am soo excited for the future she has awaiting for us. JOJO welcome back you have be
truly missed. My only complaint is there needs to be more songs, Jojo! Keep making music for the sake of my
happiness. You did it again jojo! Say love all of them is my favorite. I want the entire album right now!
Michelle Ment Jojo I love you I cant go into to much detail. How strong you are, how dedicated you are to
your craft, how much you love us. I cant express it here. I cant truly express how I feel about you right here.
Nia Lee I expected better. I know JoJo has an amazing voice. JoJo is amazing and delivers with powerful
vocals on three outstanding tracks. Your fans are ready to Rock With you again. Super excited she is back!
These three songs give me life and dying to hear the rest of the her album. Shes never stake or dry with her
lyrics. Such a soulful singer. I Love and support all her tracks and albums. Full Review Amanda Nicole
August 21, jojo.. I love everything she puts out!!! This is different for JoJo but she killed every song on here. I
LOVE save my soul and just say love. And every song is fire. Time to take BACK over the charts.
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Twenty One Pilots performing My Heart Will Go On (Titanic), Love Yourself, and Jump with special guest MUTEMATH
and Chef's Special LIVE on the Emotional Roadshow tour at the Radio 9th.
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Well I Hope You Will Enjoy This Music I Can't Find The Lyrics Of It WELL HAVE FUN PLEASE COMMENT, RATE AND
SUBSCRIBE!
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The 50 Saddest Songs of All Time few genres consistently produce sad songs that'll punch you right in the heart quite
like country does. Leave it to the man who released 69 Love Songs to.
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